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GENERAL COMMENTS Overall comments:  
This manuscript reports a pilot-study, which explores the effect of 
using GPs’ to review the advice given by call handlers in NHS 111, 
the new national medical helpline in UK. This is an interesting and 
important topic for both practitioners’ and researchers, with 
adequate news value. The manuscript is well-written, easy to read 
and follow and fits into the aims and scope of BMJ Open. The 
manuscript has improved substantially since the my previous review, 
with a lot more details both about current practice of providing 
telephone advice, the specific UK setting and information about the 
study and procedures. However, especially the methods-section 
needs further revision and the inclusion of quite a lot more 
information. Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical 
review board needs to be stated.  
 
Title, abstract, summary statements and key-words  
The title is descriptive and well-chosen and the abstract is 
informative and well-written. The authors have now included 
information about the pilot- nature of the study. The summary 
statements describes the study as a “real world study”. To me this 
statement is unclear, as the opposite would be an “unreal world 
study”. Hence, this statement needs clarification. I still suggest 
adding “telephone advice” and “observational study” to the key 
words.  
Introduction and literature-review  
The introduction and literature-review covers the UK service and 
organization of telephone advisory services. In this new version, 
much of the background information I requested has been included. 
However, I still suggest including the study carried out by Marklund 
B et al J Nurs Management 2007 from a Swedish setting employing 
nurses. That study showed that RNs recommendations were 
adequate in over 97% of calls, and that cost savings were made. I 
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think that study is important to keep in mind when discussion and 
comparing different professional groups doing telephone triage, to 
optimize resource allocations. The aim “to determine the effect of 
using…etc” is a bit unclear regarding effects.  
 
Methods  
The methods section is still very brief, although some information 
has been added. These issues remain unanswered:  
- The study design is not clearly stated.  
- I would also like to know why the timespan September – December 
was chosen. Was this choice guided by statistical considerations 
about sample size or was it a more pragmatic decision?  
- When it comes to the analysis, there is no information whatsoever. 
For instance were SPSS or other software used for statistics?  
In the discussion section, it is now mentioned that only four GPs 
were reviewing the calls, and that this is a study limitation. I do agree 
that this is substantial limitation, but the number of GPs involved 
should be included also in the methods section. Were there 
differences between these four GPs’ assessments? Further, the 
methods section states that the GPs often had access to the 
patient’s medical records. This is new information which affects the 
study results. If nurses or even call-handlers had access to a 
patient’s record, they too could make more accurate decisions about 
appropriated measures. (Although it is questionable if call-handlers 
could interpret the information correctly given that they do not have a 
healthcare education). In addition, I would like to know if the call 
durations of the call handlers and those of the GPs differed?  
Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical review board 
needs to be stated. Hence, the methods-section needs to be further 
developed and include more information.  
 
 
Results  
I still think that the results are described in an adequate manner. 
Information about the group of patients who were triaged by the GPs 
would have helped to paint a bigger picture. .  
The study still lacks demographic and symptom information to put 
the results into context. Age, sex, symptoms etc. Such information 
could prove useful in education for call-handlers and nurses.  
Discussion and conclusions  
The discussion is relevant, more nuanced and much improved. Also 
study limitations are more adequately addressed. Quality criteria for 
quantitative studies are not mentioned, which would be appropriate. 
And how do we know that the GP reviewers were correct in their 
assessment?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall comments:  
This manuscript reports a pilot-study, which explores the effect of 
using GPs’ to review the advice given by call handlers in NHS 111, 
the new national medical helpline in UK. This is an interesting and 
important topic for both practitioners’ and researchers, with 
adequate news value. The manuscript is well-written, easy to read 
and follow and fits into the aims and scope of BMJ Open. The 
manuscript has improved substantially since the my previous review, 
with a lot more details both about current practice of providing 
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telephone advice, the specific UK setting and information about the 
study and procedures. However, especially the methods-section 
needs further revision and the inclusion of quite a lot more 
information. Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical 
review board needs to be stated.  
 
Title, abstract, summary statements and key-words  
The title is descriptive and well-chosen and the abstract is 
informative and well-written. The authors have now included 
information about the pilot- nature of the study. The summary 
statements describes the study as a “real world study”. To me this 
statement is unclear, as the opposite would be an “unreal world 
study”. Hence, this statement needs clarification. I still suggest 
adding “telephone advice” and “observational study” to the key 
words.  
Introduction and literature-review  
The introduction and literature-review covers the UK service and 
organization of telephone advisory services. In this new version, 
much of the background information I requested has been included. 
However, I still suggest including the study carried out by Marklund 
B et al J Nurs Management 2007 from a Swedish setting employing 
nurses. That study showed that RNs recommendations were 
adequate in over 97% of calls, and that cost savings were made. I 
think that study is important to keep in mind when discussion and 
comparing different professional groups doing telephone triage, to 
optimize resource allocations. The aim “to determine the effect of 
using…etc” is a bit unclear regarding effects.  
 
Methods  
The methods section is still very brief, although some information 
has been added. These issues remain unanswered:  
- The study design is not clearly stated.  
- I would also like to know why the timespan September – December 
was chosen. Was this choice guided by statistical considerations 
about sample size or was it a more pragmatic decision?  
- When it comes to the analysis, there is no information whatsoever. 
For instance were SPSS or other software used for statistics?  
In the discussion section, it is now mentioned that only four GPs 
were reviewing the calls, and that this is a study limitation. I do agree 
that this is substantial limitation, but the number of GPs involved 
should be included also in the methods section. Were there 
differences between these four GPs’ assessments? Further, the 
methods section states that the GPs often had access to the 
patient’s medical records. This is new information which affects the 
study results. If nurses or even call-handlers had access to a 
patient’s record, they too could make more accurate decisions about 
appropriated measures. (Although it is questionable if call-handlers 
could interpret the information correctly given that they do not have a 
healthcare education). In addition, I would like to know if the call 
durations of the call handlers and those of the GPs differed?  
Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical review board 
needs to be stated. Hence, the methods-section needs to be further 
developed and include more information.  
 
 
Results  
I still think that the results are described in an adequate manner. 
Information about the group of patients who were triaged by the GPs 
would have helped to paint a bigger picture. .  
The study still lacks demographic and symptom information to put 
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the results into context. Age, sex, symptoms etc. Such information 
could prove useful in education for call-handlers and nurses.  
Discussion and conclusions  
The discussion is relevant, more nuanced and much improved. Also 
study limitations are more adequately addressed. Quality criteria for 
quantitative studies are not mentioned, which would be appropriate. 
And how do we know that the GP reviewers were correct in their 
assessment?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall comments:  
This manuscript reports a pilot-study, which explores the effect of 
using GPs’ to review the advice given by call handlers in NHS 111, 
the new national medical helpline in UK. This is an interesting and 
important topic for both practitioners’ and researchers, with 
adequate news value. The manuscript is well-written, easy to read 
and follow and fits into the aims and scope of BMJ Open. The 
manuscript has improved substantially since the my previous review, 
with a lot more details both about current practice of providing 
telephone advice, the specific UK setting and information about the 
study and procedures. However, especially the methods-section 
needs further revision and the inclusion of quite a lot more 
information. Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical 
review board needs to be stated.  
 
Title, abstract, summary statements and key-words  
The title is descriptive and well-chosen and the abstract is 
informative and well-written. The authors have now included 
information about the pilot- nature of the study. The summary 
statements describes the study as a “real world study”. To me this 
statement is unclear, as the opposite would be an “unreal world 
study”. Hence, this statement needs clarification. I still suggest 
adding “telephone advice” and “observational study” to the key 
words.  
Introduction and literature-review  
The introduction and literature-review covers the UK service and 
organization of telephone advisory services. In this new version, 
much of the background information I requested has been included. 
However, I still suggest including the study carried out by Marklund 
B et al J Nurs Management 2007 from a Swedish setting employing 
nurses. That study showed that RNs recommendations were 
adequate in over 97% of calls, and that cost savings were made. I 
think that study is important to keep in mind when discussion and 
comparing different professional groups doing telephone triage, to 
optimize resource allocations. The aim “to determine the effect of 
using…etc” is a bit unclear regarding effects.  
 
Methods  
The methods section is still very brief, although some information 
has been added. These issues remain unanswered:  
- The study design is not clearly stated.  
- I would also like to know why the timespan September – December 
was chosen. Was this choice guided by statistical considerations 
about sample size or was it a more pragmatic decision?  
- When it comes to the analysis, there is no information whatsoever. 
For instance were SPSS or other software used for statistics?  
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In the discussion section, it is now mentioned that only four GPs 
were reviewing the calls, and that this is a study limitation. I do agree 
that this is substantial limitation, but the number of GPs involved 
should be included also in the methods section. Were there 
differences between these four GPs’ assessments? Further, the 
methods section states that the GPs often had access to the 
patient’s medical records. This is new information which affects the 
study results. If nurses or even call-handlers had access to a 
patient’s record, they too could make more accurate decisions about 
appropriated measures. (Although it is questionable if call-handlers 
could interpret the information correctly given that they do not have a 
healthcare education). In addition, I would like to know if the call 
durations of the call handlers and those of the GPs differed?  
Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical review board 
needs to be stated. Hence, the methods-section needs to be further 
developed and include more information.  
 
 
Results  
I still think that the results are described in an adequate manner. 
Information about the group of patients who were triaged by the GPs 
would have helped to paint a bigger picture. .  
The study still lacks demographic and symptom information to put 
the results into context. Age, sex, symptoms etc. Such information 
could prove useful in education for call-handlers and nurses.  
Discussion and conclusions  
The discussion is relevant, more nuanced and much improved. Also 
study limitations are more adequately addressed. Quality criteria for 
quantitative studies are not mentioned, which would be appropriate. 
And how do we know that the GP reviewers were correct in their 
assessment?  
 
Overall comments:  
This manuscript reports a pilot-study, which explores the effect of 
using GPs’ to review the advice given by call handlers in NHS 111, 
the new national medical helpline in UK. This is an interesting and 
important topic for both practitioners’ and researchers, with 
adequate news value. The manuscript is well-written, easy to read 
and follow and fits into the aims and scope of BMJ Open. The 
manuscript has improved substantially since the my previous review, 
with a lot more details both about current practice of providing 
telephone advice, the specific UK setting and information about the 
study and procedures. However, especially the methods-section 
needs further revision and the inclusion of quite a lot more 
information. Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical 
review board needs to be stated.  
 
Title, abstract, summary statements and key-words  
The title is descriptive and well-chosen and the abstract is 
informative and well-written. The authors have now included 
information about the pilot- nature of the study. The summary 
statements describes the study as a “real world study”. To me this 
statement is unclear, as the opposite would be an “unreal world 
study”. Hence, this statement needs clarification. I still suggest 
adding “telephone advice” and “observational study” to the key 
words.  
Introduction and literature-review  
The introduction and literature-review covers the UK service and 
organization of telephone advisory services. In this new version, 
much of the background information I requested has been included. 
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However, I still suggest including the study carried out by Marklund 
B et al J Nurs Management 2007 from a Swedish setting employing 
nurses. That study showed that RNs recommendations were 
adequate in over 97% of calls, and that cost savings were made. I 
think that study is important to keep in mind when discussion and 
comparing different professional groups doing telephone triage, to 
optimize resource allocations. Generally, more international 
references could be included. The aim “to determine the effect of 
using…etc” is a bit unclear regarding effects.  
 
Methods  
The methods section is still very brief, although some information 
has been added. These issues remain unanswered:  
- The study design is not clearly stated.  
- I would also like to know why the timespan September – December 
was chosen. Was this choice guided by statistical considerations 
about sample size or was it a more pragmatic decision?  
- When it comes to the analysis, there is no information whatsoever. 
For instance were SPSS or other software used for statistics?  
In the discussion section, it is now mentioned that only four GPs 
were reviewing the calls, and that this is a study limitation. I do agree 
that this is substantial limitation, but the number of GPs involved 
should be included also in the methods section. Were there 
differences between these four GPs’ assessments? Further, the 
methods section states that the GPs often had access to the 
patient’s medical records. This is new information which affects the 
study results. If nurses or even call-handlers had access to a 
patient’s record, they too could make more accurate decisions about 
appropriated measures. (Although it is questionable if call-handlers 
could interpret the information correctly given that they do not have a 
healthcare education). In addition, I would like to know if the call 
durations of the call handlers and those of the GPs differed?  
Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical review board 
needs to be stated. Hence, the methods-section needs to be further 
developed and include more information.  
 
 
Results  
I still think that the results are described in an adequate manner. 
Information about the group of patients who were triaged by the GPs 
would have helped to paint a bigger picture. .  
The study still lacks demographic and symptom information to put 
the results into context. Age, sex, symptoms etc. Such information 
could prove useful in education for call-handlers and nurses.  
Discussion and conclusions  
The discussion is relevant, more nuanced and much improved. Also 
study limitations are more adequately addressed. Quality criteria for 
quantitative studies are not mentioned, which would be appropriate. 
And how do we know that the GP reviewers were correct in their 
assessment? 

 

REVIEWER Chris Salisbury 
University of Bristol, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-Sep-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I think this is an interesting and generally well written paper with 
direct relevance to policy. The methods are quite simple and have 
some limitations but the paper is appropriately brief and recognises 
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these limitations well.  
 
I have a few relatively minor specific comments and suggestions.  
 
1. I think the fourth bullet point in the article summary is misleading 
and incorrect. I think it means ‘could potentially reduce overall A&E 
attendance by 4.6%’. I calculated this from 6.3% of overall A&E 
attendances being directed there from NHS111 and of these 6.3%, 
73% might have been sent somewhere else following GP triage.  
 
2. The Introduction creates an inaccurate impression about the 
history. It sets up a contrast between nurse-led triage within NHS 
Direct and triage by less skilled staff using software in NHS111. This 
is not really correct. NHS Direct had moved to a model largely based 
on non-clinically trained call handlers working to algorithmic software 
(I think it was actually the same software as used by NHS111) long 
before NHS Direct closed down and transferred to NHS111. 
Although nurses were employed by NHS Direct they were there for 
advice when the call handlers needed them. So the change from 
NHS Direct to NHS111 wasn’t really about a change to non-clinically 
trained staff or the introduction of the use of triage software. It was 
more to do with fragmenting the care across multiple providers, and 
reducing the scope of the service to simply a telephone service 
rather than the range of phone and web based services provided by 
NHS Direct. I think it is true to say that NHS111 did try to reduce 
staffing costs by having a lower ratio of nurses to call handlers, but I 
don’t think that was the fundamental change implied by this paper.  
 
3. Similarly in the introduction the authors talk about the criticisms of 
NHS111 and concerns that it was sending too many people to A&E. 
However exactly the same complaints had been made about NHS 
Direct long before this, and in fact similar complaints were also 
made when GPs moved from practice based out of hours care to 
cooperatives.  
 
4. Lines 23 to 26 on page 3 are quite important but are somewhat 
glossed over. If a large number of the recommendations to go to 
A&E had come from clinical advisers rather than directly from the 
call handlers then the potential for reductions in the % of attendance 
at A&E occurring following advice from NHS 111 would be 
considerably less. I would like a flow diagram which shows how 
many people called the 111 service, how many of these were 
assessed by a call handler, and how many of these were 
subsequently assessed by a clinical adviser. Then I would like it 
show how many of those just handled by a call handler and how 
many of those who spoke to a clinical adviser were advised to go to 
the A&E department.  
 
5. This is also relevant to the modelling of the potential cost savings. 
If many patients were advised by clinical advisors to go to A&E, and 
if these calls were also triaged by a GP, there may be even greater 
potential savings from employing GPs - although of course there is 
no data about this in this paper so it would just have to be a 
discussion point.  
 
6. The authors have described are most of the limitations that I 
thought of. However one further factor of relevance is that although 
the study describes how many people were advised by the GP that 
they did not need to go to A&E, it is possible that many of them still 
did so, in which case the potential savings from the GP triage would 
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be less.  
 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1 
 
Overall comments 
 
This manuscript reports a pilot-study, which explores the effect of using GPs’ to review the advice 
given by call handlers in NHS 111, the new national medical helpline in UK. This is an interesting and 
important topic for both practitioners’ and researchers, with adequate news value.  The manuscript is 
well-written, easy to read and follow and fits into the aims and scope of BMJ Open.  The manuscript 
has improved substantially since the my previous review, with a lot more details both about current 
practice of providing telephone advice, the specific UK setting and information about the study and 
procedures. However, especially the methods-section needs further revision and the inclusion of quite 
a lot more information. Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical review board needs to be 
stated. 
 
See detailed responses below 
 
Title, abstract, summary statements and key-words The title is descriptive and well-chosen and the 
abstract is informative and well-written. The authors have now included information about the pilot- 
nature of the study.  The summary statements describes the study as a “real world study”. To me this 
statement is unclear, as the opposite would be an “unreal world study”.  Hence, this statement needs 
clarification. I still suggest adding “telephone advice” and “observational study” to the key words.  
 
We have changed ‘real world’ to ‘small observational’. We would be happy to add the 
keywords suggested by the referee but they don’t appear on the drop down list on the BMJ 
Open website. Maybe the editors could add them manually? 
 
Introduction and literature-review 
 
The introduction and literature-review covers the UK service and organization of telephone advisory 
services.  In this new version, much of the background information I requested has been included. 
However, I still suggest including the study carried out by Marklund B et al J Nurs Management 2007 
from a Swedish setting employing nurses.  That study showed that RNs recommendations were 
adequate in over 97% of calls, and that cost savings were made. I think that study is important to 
keep in mind when discussion and comparing different professional groups doing telephone triage, to 
optimize resource allocations. The aim “to determine the effect of using…etc” is a bit unclear 
regarding effects.   
 
We will be happy to include the reference to Marklund et al 2007 if the editors wish. However, 
we note that the paper suggested by the referee relates to an in-hours nurse triage services 
(8am to 5pm) and in our view the types of calls received in hours may be quite different to 
those received out of hours.  
 
This sentence including our aim currently reads: “The aim of the study was to determine the 
effect of using experienced general practitioners to review the advice given by call handlers in 
NHS 111”. We are uncertain how to make it clearer and would welcome editorial advice on this. 
 
Methods 
The methods section is still very brief, although some information has been added. These issues 
remain unanswered: 

- The study design is not clearly stated.  
- I would also like to know why the timespan September – December was chosen. Was this choice 
guided by statistical considerations about sample size or was it a more pragmatic decision?   
- When it comes to the analysis, there is no information whatsoever. For instance were SPSS or 
other software used for statistics? 
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We have clarified these issues apart from the last one. We are not sure why the referee asks us 
to report our statistical software as we report no statistical analyses. 
 
In the discussion section, it is now mentioned that only four GPs were reviewing the calls, and that 
this is a study limitation. I do agree that this is substantial limitation, but the number of GPs involved 
should be included also in the methods section.  Were there differences between these four GPs’ 
assessments?  Further, the methods section states that the GPs often had access to the patient’s 
medical records. This is new information which affects the study results. If nurses or even call-
handlers had access to a patient’s record, they too could make more accurate decisions about 
appropriated measures. (Although it is questionable if call-handlers could interpret the information 
correctly given that they do not have a healthcare education).  In addition, I would like to know if the 
call durations of the call handlers and those of the GPs differed?    
 
We have added the number of GPs to the method section. We did not record differences 
between GPs in the responses they made. GPs had access to the medical records on the 
majority of cases (depending in part on which computer system the patient’s GP used. Call 
handlers did not have access to the records. We did not record differences between the 
duration of phone conversations of GPs and call handlers.  
 
Ethical considerations, and approval from an ethical review board needs to be stated. Hence, the 
methods-section needs to be further developed and include more information. 
 
We have clarified in the ethics statement at the end of the paper why ethics approval was not 
required. 
 
Results 
 
I still think that the results are described in an adequate manner. Information about the group of 
patients who were triaged by the GPs would have helped to paint a bigger picture. The study  still 
lacks demographic and symptom information to put the results into context. Age, sex, symptoms etc. 
Such information could prove useful in education for call-handlers and nurses.   
 
We have added an age profile of patients contacting the call centre. We do not have a coded 
breakdown of symptoms presented. 
 
Discussion and conclusions 
 
The discussion is relevant, more nuanced and much improved. Also study limitations are more 
adequately addressed. Quality criteria for quantitative studies are not mentioned, which would be 
appropriate. And how do we know that the GP reviewers were correct in their assessment? 
 
We do not think that standard checklists for quantitative analyses are appropriate for the data 
reported in this study. If the editors wish, we can complete a STROBE statement (for cross-
sectional studies) though s everal of the STROBE sections are not really relevant for this small 
observational study (e.g. ‘Describe all statistical methods’, ‘Explain how missing data were 
addressed’). 
 
We pass no judgement on the ‘correctness’ of the GPs’ judgement (or the call handlers) and 
we have introduced a comment to this effect in the discussion. 
 
 
Reviewer: 2 
 
I think this is an interesting and generally well written paper with direct relevance to policy.  The 
methods are quite simple and have some limitations but the paper is appropriately brief and 
recognises these limitations well.   
 
I have a few relatively minor specific comments and suggestions.   
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1. I think the fourth bullet point in the article summary is misleading and incorrect.  I think it means 
‘could potentially reduce overall A&E attendance by 4.6%’.  I calculated this from 6.3% of overall 
A&E attendances being directed there from NHS111 and of these 6.3%, 73% might have been 
sent somewhere else following GP triage.   

 
Thank you. We have corrected this error. 
 
2. The Introduction creates an inaccurate impression about the history.  It sets up a contrast between 

nurse-led triage within NHS Direct and triage by less skilled staff using software in NHS111.  This 
is not really correct.  NHS Direct had moved to a model largely based on non-clinically trained call 
handlers working to algorithmic software (I think it was actually the same software as used by 
NHS111) long before NHS Direct closed down and transferred to NHS111.  Although nurses were 
employed by NHS Direct they were there for advice when the call handlers needed them.  So the 
change from NHS Direct to NHS111 wasn’t really about a change to non-clinically trained staff or 
the introduction of the use of triage software. It was more to do with fragmenting the care across 
multiple providers, and reducing the scope of the service to simply a telephone service rather than 
the range of phone and web based services provided by NHS Direct. I think it is true to say that 
NHS111 did try to reduce staffing costs by having a lower ratio of nurses to call handlers, but I 
don’t think that was the fundamental change implied by this paper.   

 
We have altered the introduction to remove this inaccuracy  
 
3. Similarly in the introduction the authors talk about the criticisms of NHS111 and concerns that it 

was sending too many people to A&E.  However exactly the same complaints had been made 
about NHS Direct long before this, and in fact similar complaints were also made when GPs 
moved from practice based out of hours care to cooperatives.   

 
We have introduced a phrase in the introduction to indicate that similar criticisms had been 
levelled at earlier triage arrangements. 
 
4. Lines 23 to 26 on page 3 are quite important but are somewhat glossed over.  If a large number of 

the recommendations to go to A&E had come from clinical advisers rather than directly from the 
call handlers then the potential for reductions in the % of attendance at A&E occurring following 
advice from NHS 111 would be considerably less.   I would like a flow diagram which shows how 
many people called the 111 service, how many of these were assessed by a call handler, and how 
many of these were subsequently assessed by a clinical adviser. Then I would like it show how 
many of those just handled by a call handler and how many of those who spoke to a clinical 
adviser were advised to go to the A&E department.   

 
We have inserted the following clarifying text into the methods section “We only included 
patients who were directed to A&E by the call handler, not those cases in which a clinical 
adviser was consulted”. We think this is sufficient and that a flow diagram is not required. 
 
5. This is also relevant to the modelling of the potential cost savings.  If many patients were advised 

by clinical advisors to go to A&E, and if these calls were also triaged by a GP, there may be even 
greater potential savings from employing GPs - although of course there is no data about this in 
this paper so it would just have to be a discussion point. 

 
This point is addressed by our response to the previous comment. 
 
6. The authors have described are most of the limitations that I thought of.  However one further 
factor of relevance is that although the study describes how many people were advised by the GP 
that they did not need to go to A&E, it is possible that many of them still did so, in which case the 
potential savings from the GP triage would be less. 
 
We have already made clear in the discussion of limitations that we do not know whether 
patients actually went (or did not go) to the emergency room (in either group) 
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Inger K Holmström 
Mälardalen University, Sweden 

REVIEW RETURNED 15-Oct-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The manuscript has improved substantially since the previous 
review. Many of my comments have been attended to in a 
constructive manner. There are however, some remaining issues:  
• The aim “to determine the effect of using…etc” is a bit unclear. 
Effects on what? This should be clearly stated  
• Ethical considerations needs to be stated in the methods section.  
• Further, the fact that the GPs often had access to the patient’s 
medical records should be discussed, as it seems to me that the 
call-handlers did not have such access. Information in the patient 
record might influence the recommendations.  
• In addition, I would like to know if the call durations of the call 
handlers and those of the GPs differed? 

 

REVIEWER Chris Salisbury 
University of Bristol UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 16-Oct-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have not taken up my suggestion of a flow diagram 
showing how many calls were transferred to a clinical advisor, and 
how many of those referred by 111 to A&E were referred by a call 
handler alone or after the input of a clinical advisor. I suspect that 
means they do not have these data. In that case, I think the paper is 
acceptable, but they should remove the bullet point in the summary 
which says:  
• Currently 6% of all people attending A&E nationally are directed 
there by NHS 111. Using more experienced telephone triagers could 
potentially reduce overall A&E attendance by 4.4%  
 
As I pointed out before, if many of those sent by 111 to A&E were 
sent there following advice by a clinical advisor, the impact on 
overall A&E attendance from involving GPs might be very different. I 
have no idea if this is true, but the paper does not provide any data 
so I think they should remove this statement. 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

 

Thank you. We have been able to respond to all the points made by the referees apart from the 

request for timings of calls by GPs and call handlers as we do not have this information. The attached 

file is annotated to indicate where we have responded to each of the comments from referees 
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